
 q serial: THE HAREM BOYS - EP 9
Continued from the previous month… 
Strip Shows at the Harem Club
The first night of the season was always the scariest one for the 
boys. One year one boy was shaking so much he needed a couple 
of shots of vodka to calm down before he went on stage. This year’s 
set of boys seemed more confident. This was due to the fact that 
they were friends and so could depend on each other for support. 
But of course they were nervous. Not matter how many dress 
rehearsals they had the performers always got nervous. Those few 
minutes before every show were always the most nerve-wracking 
moments. ‘Will they like us?’ and ‘will it be a good show?’ everyone 
- dancers, management and backstage staff - wondered.

The performance line up was made up of 10 sets each lasting 10-
15 minutes each and set was as varied as possible. The sets were 
switched around in order to keep the show fresh for the boys and 
the guests staying at the hotel for multiple nights. 
 
Set 1: Opening Dance: All boys
Theme: Firefighters.
Music: ‘American Woman’ by Lenny Kravitz.
Description: This set warms the audience up and eases the boys into the show. The men are clapping and dancing along and things 
are low-key which is why there is no full nudity at the start of the show.
 
Set 2: Mike
Theme: Electronica and futuristic.
Music: ‘Stronger’ by P. Diddy, ‘Freak Like Me’ by the Sugababes.
Nudity: G-string. Mike shows buttocks only.
Description: Mike is a great person to go on as a slow act for the show. He’s tall, broad shouldered and has very much a butch 
builder’s physique. His costume looks like metal made of silver and black fabric. It comes off in pieces and is held together by Velcro. 
His thighs and lower legs are covered but knees exposed. Mike tears these parts of his costume off first. He wears a fabric that 
looks like sheets on his chest that he pulls off leaving him only wearing shorts and futuristic boots on. As he reaches the end of the 
song he strips down to his shorts, takes them off and reveals his thong which is neon-green. The men go crazy when he shakes his 
ass which truth be told is not a small ass. 
‘It’s a real man’s ass,’ says one man from the audience.
‘I hope he throws us his thong,’ the friend responds.
Mike does not get fully naked yet. We want to build up to the nudity.
 
Set 3: Alfonso.
Theme: Matador
Music: ‘Bailamos’ by Enrique Iglesias
Nudity: G-string. John removes his thong to reveal and then conceal his penis below the red Matador cape.
Description: Alfonso emerges on stage to the sound of trumpets. The stage is covered with velvet drapes and heavy and lights that 
sparkle to give it a Spanish Court feel. He waves the red matador drape around him and slowly removes his clothes all the time 
dancing to Latin music. As his outfit comes off he is wearing only the hat Matador wear, the shoes and red stockings. As his g-string 
comes off he reveals glimpses of his penis to the cheering crowd. He lets them have a couple of eyefuls before ending his set.
 
Set 4: John 
Theme: Party boy.
Music: Clubbing music.
Costume: Electric-blue trainers, neon-green shorts.
Nudity: John dances in his shorts, reveals buttocks for one minute but covers his penis.
Description: Disco lights come on and John jumps to the stage. The atmosphere is meant to be a ‘90s nightclub. John dances with 
energy, shaking his ass and disrobes before showing off his ass but covering his penis. 



Set 5: Gio
Theme and costume: Soccer player. Blue soccer shirt, white trainers, knee-high white socks, blue shorts and soccer ball.
Music: ‘Face Down Ass Up’ by LMFAO.
Nudity: Yes. Gio removes jockstrap and dances naked for at least 1-2 minutes.
Description: The stage is decorated with football banners and contains a football net. Gio emerges on the stage in his soccer clothes. 
During the first song Gio does various tricks with the ball, he dances and undresses during the second song and by the third song 
Gio dances naked on the stripper pole.
 
Set 6: Ray
Theme and costume: Maharaja theme. Golden cape, golden shorts and golden shoes.
Music: ‘Buttons’ by the Pussycat Dolls.
Nudity: Yes. Ray dances naked.
Description: The stage set is designed to resemble a palace. Ray emerges and dances on the stripper pole before getting close to 
the audience, letting them touch him. He then takes off his g-string and dances naked for the last set of the song.
 
Set 7: Alex and Alfonso as skater boys.
Music: ‘The Bad Touch’ by The Bloodhound Gang.
Nudity: Small shorts that the boys whip off and a skateboard to cover their bits with.
Description: The boys skate onto the stage. The crowd always loves gimmicks like this and cheer loudly. The boys do some 
handstands, approach the crowd which feel them up as they dance, undress and take off their shorts shaking their ass and running 
around. As the act approaches the end they dance completely naked, shaking their dicks and high-fiving with members of the 
audience.
 
Set 8: All boys in businessmen suits wearing top hats, bowties, black socks and smart black shoes.
Music: ‘I Just Wanna Make Love to You’ by Etta James.
Nudity: Yes. All boys whip off g-string to reveal penis, turn around to show their cocks and buttocks. 
Description: There is a Broadway feel to this set. Three of the boys enter from stage left and the three from stage right. They meet 
in the centre. They wear only bowties, socks, underwear and top hats. They dance through the act and invite two men on stage to 
sit on a chair. Three boys dance around one man and the three other around the other. While dancing around the men the boys get 
naked. The men on stage usually touch their cocks and asses that for most boys are erect before the set ends.
 
Set 9: Gio and Ray wearing Speedos.
Theme: Changing room and showers. The other boys in the background as soccer players.
Music: ‘Drop it Like it’s Hot’ by Snoop Dogg*’, ‘I Wanna Rock’ and Roll by Kiss
*(As it is in the shower Gio and Ray keeps dropping the soap, bending over and reveals their lathered-up hole)
Nudity: Yes. It is a jerk off show where Gio and Ray perform in showers lathered up and jerking off for the audience
Description: The stage is set up with showers where the other four boys can be seen showering as an accompaniment to the main 
act of Gio andRay who emerge in their showers lathering themselves up, and keep dropping the soap, touching themselves before 
slowly jerking themselves off for the audience. The boys have around 5 minutes, to ejeculate for the audience. The show is projected 
on the screen and TVs around the room to broadcast the boys ejaculating. Alex who had the biggest cock of all the group joked one 
day ‘your dicks are not big enough which is why they need to be shown on screen and zoomed in’. 
 
Set 10: Final dance: All boys
Final act. Lights come on at very end. Boys go naked into the audience and meet and greet the audience, shaking hands and taking 
photos.
Music: Pop songs like ‘Your Disco Needs You’ by Kylie Minogue.
Costume: None.
Nudity: Absolutely!
Description: We call Set 12 the Mingling Set because the boys interact with the audience. All men want to touch the boys and feel 
them and take photos with them. Of course many of the men watching the show are guests staying at the hotel but many are also 
visiting just for the show so do not know the boys at all. All men want to touch Alex’s cock and by a few weeks into the season he 
is known for being well-endowed.

Other men want to feel Gio’s hole. Gio is ok with this though complains when they try to stick their finger up his ass. 
‘It hurts because they try to do it quickly and there’s not lube on it’, he says.

Gio sometimes bends over for them and allows a man to stick his finger in his hole as other men watch and take photos. And then 
he swiftly moves on.

Mike is very popular with photos. Because of his big, broad shoulders men huddle around him under his arms for a group shot, 
making sure his erection is in the middle of the shot. At times some men would hold his cock or kneel as if to suck it and Mike as 
a friendly giant always smiles kindly.
 Read on next month for episode ten...


